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In anodic bonding of an insulating disc to a conductive disc,
the discs are sandwiched and heated under pressure on a hot plate and
an electrical potential is applied to the sandwich. The novelty is that
another hot plate is used for heating and applying pressure.

The hot plates consist of stainless steel, pref . coated with a
metal resistant to bases. A second insulating disc is used, with the
conductive disc sandwiched between the two insulating discs, and the
polarity of the potential applied to the hot plates is reversed once
during bonding and/or the potential is applied to the insulating disc
and one of the hot plates. Additional conductive disc(s) may be pressed
onto the outside of the insulating disc(s).

USE/ADVANTAGE - Useful for bonding discs of metal or
semiconductor , e.g.. Si, Ge, GaAs, InP or SiGe wafers, to insulating
discs, e.g., of glass . Use of the second hot plate minimises
distortion and makes it possible to bond more than 2 discs.
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Abstract (Equivalent) : DE 4136075 C

Process for bonding a disk-shaped insulating body to a disk-shaped
conducting body comprises placing the bodies together to form a
sandwich-like arrangement; heating the bodies using two hot plates;
applying an electrical voltage to the bodies. The sandwich-like
arrangement (30) is formed by a further disk-like insulating body (33),

so that the conducting body (31) lies between the insulating bodies
(32, 33), and the electrical voltage is once during bonding.

ADVANTAGE - A composite body is made from more than one
disk- shaped insulating body and a disk-shaped conducting body.
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